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Abstract: Sayyed Esmail J osjani ( Gorgani) was one of the greatest scientists and physicians of Iran 

died in 1136 in merve. He promted writing medical book in Persian by authoring the valuable 

book of zakhireh kharazmshahi and AI Aghraz al tibia. Of course writing medical books in 

Persian was common before A vicennas time (980 -1037). Zakhireh and Aghraz are like big and 

medium medical encyclopedia and even since the creation of the present Persian script. These 

books are the last and most important medical books in Persian. Like any other ancient book, 

some parts of these books are abolished but some other parts are valuable. However these books 

are remained to be unique as Persian medical books in the course of time. I have edited and 

corrected al- Aghraz al tibia (Medical goals) from several old manuscripts. There are seveval 

manuscripts of al- Aghraz (which is about 250000 words). To edit and correct this book, I have 

used five old important manuscripts of Aghraz and one manuscripts ofzakhireh kharazmihahi. 

I have published this book in 2 volumes in 2005-2006. At the end of the second volume, I compiled 

a medical dictionary named Dictionary of Aghraz. The references of this work are various 

documents including manuscripts of published, old and new medical sources in persain or 

Arabic languages and some English or French documents. 
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Introduction Hassan (or Hussain) ibn Muhammad ibn Mahmoud 

ibn Ahmad Hussaini J orj ani ( Gorgan i) was one of the 

greatest scientists and physicians of Iran and the 

world. He was born in 1042 in Gorgan and left for his 

heavenly abode in 1136 in Merv when he was 94. 

Though we have inherited many top-notch works 

from him, little we know about his life. 

Upon the death of A vicenna, the Islamic medicine 

became limited to regional areas and the Iranian, 

Spanish, Egyptian and Moroccan medicine 

flourished. 

Sayyed Esma'il Jorjani is another bright star in the 

firmament of medicine. He promoted writing 

medical books in Persian by authoring the valuable 

book of Zakhireh Kharazmshahi and AI Aghraz al 

Tibbia. Of course writing medical books in Persian 

was common even before A vicenna's time. 

Since Jorjani's time, Iranian medicine shifted to 

the Persian language and facilitated the learning and 

teaching of this science. Thousands of our ancestors 

owe their health and lives to this genius man of the 

world of humanity. 
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Sayyed Esma'il Jorjani learnt medicine in his 

hometown and then went to central Iran, Khuzestan 

andFars (Loghat-Nameh, Dehkhoda, 2153.). Jorjani 

also traveled to Qum and visited survivors of Kia 

Kooshyar, the astrologer. "And today, his children 

live in Qum and I visited them in Qum." (Zakhireh 

kharazmshahi, 644). 

Sayyed Esma'il Jorjani lived for some time in 

Neyshabur, where he visited Ibn Abi Sadeq, this is 

why he is Avicenna's student indirectly because Ibn 

Abi Sadeq was a student of A vicenna. He has several 

times mentioned Abi Sadeq's name with full respect 

------(!) 
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